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Abstract

Excited states up toIπ = 8+ in the neutron-rich nucleus58Cr have been identified by using a new experimental setup composed of the
acceptance magnetic spectrometer PRISMA and the highly efficientγ -detector array CLARA. Interestingly, the excitation energy sequence o
ground-state band follows the one expected by theE(5) dynamical symmetry for a nucleus at the critical point of the shape phase transition
a spherical vibrator (U(5)) to aγ -soft rotor (O(6)). For the first time, in the same physical system, large scale shell-model calculations in t
fp shell are compared to theE(5) analytical model results and to the Interacting Boson Model. The theoretical results are in excellent ag
with the present data.
 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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The study of neutron-rich nuclei, far from the stability lin
is a subject of substantial current interest from both the ex
imental and the theoretical side. In the shell-model descrip
of nuclei, the relative shell energies are expected to undergo
nificant changes with the increasing neutron excess, leadi
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the disappearance of some of the nuclear magic numbers k
near stability, and to the appearance of new ones[1]. The devel-
opment of new regions of deformation, together with the en
set of phenomena specific to the shape phase transition i
clear systems, is also expected.

The structure of nuclei in the transitional region from sph
ical to deformed is rather difficult to understand. There a
however, some exceptions; for those species that lie on
critical point of the phase transition, analytical expression
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the different observables have been obtained by Iachello
geometrical picture of the nucleus. These dynamical sym
tries are theE(5) [2], describing the phase transition betwe
a spherical vibrator (U(5)) and aγ -soft rotor (O(6)), and the
X(5) [3] for the critical point of the spherical to axially de
formed (SU(3)) transition. Only a few examples of nuclei clo
to the critical point have been proposed, all of them near sta
ity with mass numbers larger than 100[4,5].

Neutron-rich nuclei in theA ≈ 60 mass region constitute a
ideal ground for investigations of shape evolution. Recen
spherical shapes, due to the appearance of a sub-shell g
N = 32, have been observed in Ca, Ti and Cr isotopes
Ref. [6] and references therein). On the other hand, the o
of stable deformation is expected in heavy Cr and Fe isoto
when approachingN = 40 [7,8]. In this spherical-to-deforme
path, a critical point for the phase transition could be enco
tered.

From the experimental side, the production of neutron-
nuclei is quite difficult in reactions induced by stable bea
Most of the available information on the structure of these
clei has been obtained inβ-decay studies. Fusion-evaporati
reactions, that are the standard tool for the spectroscop
yrast high-spin excited states, mainly produce nuclei nea
stability and/or proton-rich systems. Multi-nucleon transfer a
deep-inelastic collisions have been shown to be appropriat
action mechanisms to populate medium and high-spin stat
neutron-rich nuclei. In these types of reactions a large n
ber of both projectile-like and target-like isotopes are produc
Consequently, a device to perform the mass and atomic nu
identification, as well as to detect theγ rays following the de-
excitation of the nuclei produced in the reaction, is needed.

In this Letter we report the first results on the ground s
band in the nucleus58Cr (Z = 24,N = 34), following the ob-
servation of severalγ -rays with the new CLARA–PRISMA
experimental setup. Previous studies of58Cr, performed from
the β decay of58V [9], associated severalγ rays to58Cr, but
only the transition from the 2+1 to the ground state was place
in the level scheme. We have populated the nucleus58Cr in the
reaction64Ni + 238U [10]. The 64Ni beam, with an energy o
400 MeV was delivered by the Tandem-ALPI accelerator co
plex of the Legnaro National Laboratory. The thickness of
uranium target was 400 µg/cm2.
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Projectile-like nuclei, produced following multi-nucleo
transfer, were detected with the PRISMA[11] spectromete
placed at 64◦ in the laboratory frame, corresponding to the gr
ing angle of the reaction. PRISMA is a large acceptance m
netic spectrometer, consisting of a quadrupole singlet follo
by a dipole magnet. The(x, y) coordinates of an ion enterin
the spectrometer are measured using a position-sensitive
crochannel plate detector placed at 25 cm from the target. A
passing the magnetic elements, the(x′, y′) coordinates of the
trajectory are measured again in the focal plane of the spect
eter using a 10-element, 100 cm long, multi-wire parallel-p
proportional counter. Finally, the ion is stopped in a(10× 4)-
elements ionization chamber used forZ and ion charge stat
identification. Consequently, for each ion detected in PRISM
we obtain the atomic numberZ, the mass numberA, the initial
direction of the ion flying from the target and the absolute va
of its velocity. The mass resolution obtained in the present
periment is 1/170, which allows a very clean discrimination
all the detected projectile-like nuclei. More than 150 isotop
ranging from Ca to Kr, were resolved with PRISMA in th
experiment. The mass spectrum obtained for the Cr isoto
covering ten mass units, can be seen inFig. 1.

Theγ rays following the de-excitation of the reaction pro
ucts were detected with the CLARA array[12]. CLARA is
a high-granularity, Ge array, consisting of 25 EUROBA
Clover detectors, placed in the hemisphere opposite to
PRISMA spectrometer, 29.5 cm from the target, uniformly c
ering the azimuthal angles from 98◦ to 180◦. The clover array
CLARA was specially designed to obtain a relatively high
solute photopeak efficiency (≈ 3.3% at 1.33 MeV) with the
possibility to perform a good quality Doppler correction f
the detectedγ rays due to the high granularity of the arra
The Doppler correction for the photons in coincidence with
ions detected in PRISMA was performed on an event-by-e
basis, using the recoil velocity vector obtained after trajec
reconstruction in the spectrometer. Theγ -ray energy resolution
obtained was 0.8% FWHM over the whole broad velocity d
tribution of the projectile-like products, ranging from 4.5%
10% of the speed of light.

The γ -ray spectra obtained in coincidence with the det
tion of different Cr isotopes are shown inFig. 2. Similar spectra
were observed not only for the lighter Cr isotopes, but also
opes
Fig. 1. Range–energy matrix from the ionization chamber of PRISMA, used forZ identification (left), and the mass spectrum obtained for chromium isot
(right).
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Fig. 2. Gamma spectra obtained for54,58,60Cr from the present experiment. The corresponding level schemes are reported on the right side.
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the Ti, Fe and Ni even–even isotopes populated in the r
tion. For all these nuclei we observed a very intense pop
tion of the yrast levels compared with a weak population
non-yrast states. One example is the spectrum obtained fo
well-known stable isotopes,54Cr [13], where the fourγ rays
observed correspond to the E2 cascade of the yrast ground
band shown on the right ofFig. 2. The heaviest even chromiu
isotope populated was60Cr, where threeγ rays were identified
These three peaks were very recently observed also in a fu
evaporation reaction[14] and were assigned to the ground st
band, as shown inFig. 2.

Theγ -ray spectrum for58Cr is shown inFig. 2; theγ rays
with energies of 880.1(6), 1056.9(7), 1279.7(8) and 137
keV are clearly evident. Fromγ –γ coincidences, we observe
that the 880-, 1057- and 1280-keV transitions are in mu
coincidence. The statistics was, however, insufficient to pr
coincidence relationships for the 1371-keV transition. The 8
and 1057-keVγ rays were previously observed following th
β decay of58V [9]. In that work the 880-keVγ ray was as-
signed to the 2+1 → 0+

gs transition. Based on the assumption th
58V β decays from a state of spin 0+ or 1+, it was suggested
that the 1057-keVγ ray could be a candidate for the 0+

2 → 2+
1

transition in58Cr. From the present data we were able to e
mate the anisotropy of the angular distributions of the 880-
1057-keVγ rays. For CLARA we define the anisotropy of t
angular distribution as being the ratio between the efficien
corrected intensity of a given transition seen in the clovers c
ering theθ = 150◦–180◦ region, and the intensity of the sam
γ ray seen in the ring placed at 100◦. We obtained the ratio
1.28(17) for the 880-keV, and 1.18(17) for the 1057-keV tr
sitions, respectively. In both cases the anisotropy is consi
with the value of∼ 1.2 expected for a stretched quadrup
transition. As aγ ray following the decay of a 0+ state must
have an isotropic angular distribution, the observed anisot
rules out the hypothesis that the 1057-keVγ ray could be orig-
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inated in a 0+ state. We assign thisγ ray to the 4+1 → 2+
1

transition. (As a consequence, this indicates that theβ decay
of 58V originates, at least partially, in a 3+ state.) Other two
minor peaks of 404(1) and 760(1) keV appear in the spect
of 58Cr but the intensities do not allow their placement in
level scheme. Based on the above observations and consid
that for all known even–even nuclei produced in this reac
we observed mainly transitions along the yrast line, we prop
for 58Cr the level scheme shown inFig. 2.

Interestingly, we note that the ratios between the experim
tal excitation energies of58Cr follow the expectations of th
dynamical symmetryE(5) for a nucleus at the critical poin
of the phase transition from spherical toγ -soft rotor. This
dynamical symmetry predicts, in a parameter-free, analy
way, the following energy ratios for a nucleus at the cr
cal point: E(4+

1 )/E(2+
1 ) = 2.20, E(6+

1 )/E(2+
1 ) = 3.59 and,

E(8+
1 )/E(2+

1 ) = 5.17 [2]. The present experimental values
58Cr are 2.20, 3.66 and 5.22, respectively.

The relative excitation energies of the levels for theE(5)

dynamical symmetry can be also calculated in the framewor
the Interacting Boson Model (IBM)[15]. Considering the IBM
HamiltonianH = εnd − AP †P , the critical point on theU(5)

to theO(6) path is obtained forε/A = 2(N −1) [4]. The results
obtained forN = 5 bosons are shown inFig. 3, where only the
scale parameter has been adjusted (ε = 1.415) to describe the
data.

Moreover,58Cr gives the unique opportunity to compare t
analyticalE(5) results with large scale shell-model calculatio
in the full fp shell. Several residual interactions have been
veloped to describefp-shell nuclei; the most reliable ones, ne
the stability line, are KB3G[16] and FPD6[17]. Recently, an-
other interaction, GXPF1[18], has been introduced to accou
for the wholefp shell. The results obtained with the she
model code ANTOINE[19], using these interactions are sho
in Fig. 3. Calculations with the KB3G and FPD6 interactio
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Fig. 3. Level scheme of58Cr as deduced from the present experiment compared to different theoretical calculations (see text for details).
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Table 1
Ratios of the excitation energies and E2 transition probabilities for58Cr

Exp IBM KB3G FPD6 GXPF1

E4+
1

/E2+
1

2.20 2.20 2.01 2.17 1.86

E6+
1

/E2+
1

3.59 3.55 3.40 3.66 2.99

E8+
1

/E2+
1

5.17 5.04 5.05 5.45 4.49

B(E2): 4+
1 →2+

1
B(E2): 2+

1 →0+
1

1.39 1.15 1.38 1.13

B(E2): 6+
1 →4+

1
B(E2): 2+

1 →0+
1

1.41 1.13 1.24 0.93

B(E2): 8+
1 →6+

1
B(E2): 2+

1 →0+
1

1.16 1.18 1.16 1.01

are in very good agreement with the present experimental
In particular, the solutions of the FPD6 interaction are neare
theE(5) solutions and the experimental energies. On the o
hand, the GXPF1 interaction does not give a good descrip
of the data (seeTable 1).

As for the excitation energies, theE(5) framework provides
well-defined values for the ratios between the E2 transi
probabilities. The measurement of the lifetimes of the state
a very difficult task with the present experimental techniqu
For the time being, we can compare theB(E2) predictions of
the different models for the yrast states of58Cr. The analyt-
ical E(5) solution givesB(E2) values that increase with th
increasing spin. This differs from the other theoretical m
els due to the finite number of active nucleons in58Cr, which
makes theB(E2) values decrease when approaching band
mination. The IBM and shell-modelB(E2) values, normalized
to the B(E2: 2+

1 → 0+
1 ), are reported inTable 1. The theo-

retical predictions agree quite well in the description of
transition probabilities for the yrast states. Also for theB(E2)
values the FPD6 interaction seems to give a description c
to the IBM solution than the other interactions. Recently,
B(E2: 2+

1 → 0+
1 ) = 14.8(4.2) W.u. has been measured at t

RISING facility in GSI [20] in a Coulomb excitation reaction
This value is in good agreement with all the present theo
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ical results. Further challenging investigations devoted to
measurement of lifetimes in58Cr will provide the additional in-
formation to confirm theE(5) symmetry in this nucleus.

The heaviest even isotope60Cr shows a more collective leve
scheme. This development of deformation has been pred
in Ref. [8] due to the lowering of theg9/2 andd5/2 orbits with
increasing neutron number. The further decrease of the 2+

1 ex-
citation energy (446 keV) in the heavier62Cr [21] points to
the evolution of even–even Cr isotopes towards the defor
regime nearN = 40.

In conclusion, excited states up toIπ = 8+ have been ob
served for the first time in the neutron-rich nucleus58Cr, follow-
ing a multinucleon transfer reaction between stable ions a
new spectrometer complex CLARA+ PRISMA. The striking
resemblance of the58Cr yrast band with the predictions of th
E(5) dynamical symmetry suggests the possibility that58Cr sits
at the critical point of the shape phase transition, a symm
observed so far only in a few stable, heavier nuclei. Moreo
58Cr constitutes a very interesting benchmark where the
lytical E(5) predictions and shell model calculations can
compared for the first time. The amazing convergence of
results, not only for the observed level energies but also fo
transition probabilities, gives a further hint for the realizat
of the E(5) critical point in 58Cr. However, the excitation en
ergy of key non-yrast states and their decay pattern play a
important role in theE(5) dynamical symmetry. Further, cha
lenging experiments for the identification of non-yrast sta
and for lifetime measurements are therefore necessary. I
estingly, the present study opens the possibility of theore
investigations on the underlying microscopic structure of
E(5) dynamical symmetry.
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